Preparing artwork for Contour Cut printing
Below is a quick guide that may help to prepare your artwork for vinyl printing, with a cut guide and bleed, so you are not left
with those unsightly white margins. Keep in mind that this guide might not work for what you have in mind, but should
account for most situations.
This guide assumes you use Illustrator, but even if you use Corel Draw or similar software, the logic behind it stays the same.
Step 1. Get rid of any unnecessary background.
Depending whether the artwork is a vector or a raster image (lets assume it is the latter, like the bitmap below), your approach
might be different, whether you would need to import your image into Photoshop or similar editing software, other than
Illustrator. Remember to size your artwork before you start, to use CMYK colour mode and to embed images and outline fonts.
Step 2. Layers
Because the contour cut guide is vector, you will need to create a
single-colour outline of your original artwork. Save your artwork in
Illustrator on its own layer and call it ‘ Artwork’. Duplicate the layer, call
the new layer ‘CutContour’ and hide the ‘Artwork’ layer.
Step 3. Trace the contour.
You will need to trace (Object/ Image Trace) the CutContour layer. For the
best results, simplify your image by converting it to greyscale and to
make the area you wish to cut around as dark as possible.
Step 4. Line-up
Convert the Fill to a Stroke and your
two layers should now line up on
screen. This might be enough, but
further steps are required to ensure
you are not left with accidental white
margins. The process of printing and
cutting might offset so you should
compensate for it.

5. Bleed
5.1) An easy method to add bleed is simply to duplicate your artwork layer one more
time, place it behind, and by editing it in Photoshop, apply a generous setting of
Gaucian Blur. This will expand the outlines of the image, but due to the blurred edges,
will be too light to use as is. Copy and paste the same image a few times, merge the
layers, and save. Back in Illustrator, you will notice just enough background suitable as
bleed just in case the blade offsets from its path so that it is not too obvious.
5.2) One could also add bleed in a different manner, which might be more suitable
depending on the image and circumstance. If you have a vector logo or text that
needs to be applied as a printed transfer, the bleed could be either an extended
version of your logo using the same colours, hidden behind your Artwork layer, or you
could match your garment colour as an outlined stroke.
5.2.1) To extend the edges of your logo, the Offset Path tool (Object/Path/Offset Path)
can be invaluable here especially if it does not just consist of a single flat colour, but
rather a gradient or combination of colours. A 2pt increment should be more than
enough, and by leaving the Artwork Layer on top ensures that only edges beyond the
CutContour layer will be effected.
5.2.2) If the detail around the CutContour edges are too fine to cut, or due to the amount of cutting and weeding required that
it becomes impractical, you might need to add bleed to match the garment colour. Black and white is easy enough, but colours
can be matched with the use of a scanning tool like a spectrophotometer (a flatbed scanner is not advisable) or information
provided by the manufacturer.

